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Abstract
Self-control struggles are a key factor in many negative
effects of digital device use on well-being, such as problematic use of social media. Students, in particular, often
struggle to get the benefits of digital connectivity without
comprising their ability to be immersed in academic work or
facing negative effects on their well-being. We present an
early glimpse at a collaboration with the Counselling Service at the University of Oxford around the ’Reducing Digital
Distraction’ (ReDD) workshops, which attempts to tackle
this challenge. In these workshops, students reflect on their
struggles and goals around digital device use, which they
match with concrete tools and strategies. Preliminary results suggest the workshops help users, while generating
high quality data for understanding the problem.
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Introduction
Many people struggle to control their use of digital devices
such as smartphones and laptops [2, 3]. Beyond loss of

productivity, this can have detrimental effects on mental
health, with researchers linking, e.g., negative life impact
of Facebook use to self-control struggles [4]. In response,
a growing amount of HCI research focuses on developing
and evaluating design interventions for self-control [1]. This
work is beginning to build an understanding of how to support self-regulation of digital device use, through techniques
such as visualisations of time spent [5] or goal-setting with
social support [2]. While researchers collect this evidence,
however, many contexts have an immediate need for guidance on how to reap the benefits of digital technology while
minimising downsides.
Universities are one such context. At Oxford University in
the UK, the university counselling service works one-to-one
with nearly 3,000 students each year. An increasing proportion of these students report strongly conflicting feelings
about their digital devices: on the one hand, they see their
devices as indispensable tools for managing academic,
social and other demands in an unstructured and decentralized environment; but on the other hand, having these
devices ever-present and switched on risks compromising
their crucial ability to tune out distractions and be wholly
and productively immersed in academic work. Many students struggle to find a workable solution.

Figure 1: Workshop procedure.

In this position paper, we present our ongoing collaboration
with the University of Oxford’s Counselling Service, initiated
to help students struggling in this domain. We developed
an intervention — dubbed the ’Reducing Digital Distraction’ (ReDD) workshops — in which students reflect on their
use, struggles, and goals for digital technology use, and are
provided concrete tools and strategies. In the process, the
workshops generate valuable data for advancing current
frontiers of digital wellbeing research.

Methods
The workshop materials are available via the Open Science
Framework on https://osf.io/hdvtm/. We are continuously refining the materials as we conduct additional workshops (for
example, after the third workshop, we introduced the sorting
category "I tried this already and it did/didn’t work"). In the
following, we describe the workshop in its form at the time
of writing (v0.2, Februar 2020).
Materials
Tools and strategies presentation A 10-slide presentation introduce a range of strategies drawn from our previous
research in this space [3]. Strategies are grouped into 5
types, with representative examples: (i) Block or remove
distractions (e.g., blocking distracting websites or removing
Facebook’s newsfeed), (ii) Track yourself (e.g., tracking and
visualising laptop use), (iii) Advance your goals (e.g. replacing Facebook’s newsfeed with a todo-list), (iv) Reward or
punish yourself (e.g., growing virtual trees that die if one’s
phone is used during a focus session), (v) Change your digital environment (e.g., rearranging smartphone apps so that
distracting options are harder to access).
Card sorting Examples of the 5 types of strategies are
given to the participants in the form of 17 physical cards
(Figure 3). Participants sort these cards into the categories
"Won’t work for me", "I don’t understand this", "Useful for
some, but not me", "Might work for me", "I want to try this",
and "I tried this already and it did/didn’t work".
Workshop website An accompanying website (https://
ulyngs.github.io/reducing-digital-distraction/ provides details
and implementation instructions for each strategy listed on
the cards. Each card contains a QR code pointing to the
corresponding section of the website.

Procedure
A workshop has 5-25 participants and lasts 2 hours (see
Figure 1). It is divided into two parts: In the first, participants in small groups discuss their struggles, strategies,
and usage goals in relation to digital technology. In the second, participants are introduced to a range of tools and
strategies for digital self-control. They are each given a
deck of 17 cards with icons representing those strategies,
which they sort into categories according to how useful they
expect that strategy to be for them. With guidance from the
workshop website and the facilitators, the participants then
investigate their preferred strategies, before committing to
trying out one or two strategies. We record audio of discussions in the workshop, and photo/video of how strategy
cards are sorted.
One week after the workshop, participants are sent an
email reminding them of the strategy/s they committed to
trying out. Two months after, they are sent a survey assessing how useful the workshop, and the strategies they
committed to, turned out to be.
Preliminary results
To date, we have run 4 workshops, with a total of 37 participants. We have not yet transcribed or analysed audio
recordings, but facilitator notes from the workshops suggest that participants’ reflections on use, as well as their
comments on the card sorting task, generate rich qualitative
data on their experiences with digital distraction, personal
strategies, and solution preferences.

Figure 2: Examples of the strategy
cards used in the sorting task.

At this point, the data collected in the card sorting task suggests substantial individual variation combined with trends
for some strategies to judged as potentially useful by most.
Thus, no strategy has been liked (i.e. sorted into the category "Might work for me", "I want to try this", or "I already
tried this and it worked") by more than 80% of participants;

Figure 3: Example of the strategy cards sorted into categories.

7 out of 17 strategies are liked by 70-80%; and participants
are roughly evenly split on the rest.
In the limited number of two-month follow-up surveys collected so far (n = 7), 7/7 respondents said the workshop
has changed the way the managed digital distractions; 6/7
followed through on the strategies they committed to; and
6/6 found that those strategies turned out to be useful in
their daily life.

Workshop relevance
In research on ’Problematic Facebook Use’, which has reported correlations between patterns of Facebook use and
indicators of poor mental health, including anxiety, depression, and low self-esteem, difficulties with self-regulating
use is a defining feature [4]. More broadly, links between
distress or impaired functioning in important life domains
and technology use have for more than two decades been
linked to difficulties at exerting self-control, by researchers
applying the concept of ’addiction’ to such instances [6].

While we do not find ’addiction’ a particularly useful term
in relation to technology use, we do believe that supporting
users’ ability to effectively exercise self-control over digital
device use should be a fundamental concern in relation to
mental health in a connected world.
Preliminary results from our Reducing Digital Distraction
workshop collaboration with the Counselling Service at the
University of Oxford suggest that this format has potential
to help users struggling with self-control, while generating
valuable data for advancing our understanding of how to
support users in managing their digital ecosystems.
We hope our continued work on these workshops will lead
to a refined template that can be expanded to other locations, and hope to discuss ideas in this regard in the workshop.
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